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14th June saw the NORTH YORKSHIRE 
FEDERATION celebrate its 40th year 
working for teachers welfare across the 
county with the visit of the National Vice 
President Graham Dawson when he 
spoke to a sizable meeting in Thirsk. Here 
we see Graham (left) making a 
presentation to Shaun Tomlinson following 
his retirement as Richmond and 
Hambleton Local Association Secretary. 
Shaun has worked tirelessly for over 
twenty years for the local members and as 
Health and Safety officer for the 
Federation, for which we wanted to 
express our gratitude. 

IN THE GOVE-LESS 
PARALLEL UNIVERSE 

 
Science tells us of the possibility of many 
parallel universes, in the one with no Gove 
Schools are still being built for the future, 
EMA is still being paid, Students are still 
re-sitting exams, the Government works in 
partnership with teachers pensions still 
cost less and are worth more, Ofsted 
supports teacher professionalism, 
Academies and free schools don’t exist, 
Appraisal encourages teachers rather than 
makes them fearful, there are no cuts or 
redundancies, class sizes are falling, 
workload and working hours are being 
reduced, salaries progress, holidays are 
maintained, work life balance exists and 
teachers get a lunchtime. Schools are very 
happy places. 

FINLAND is first in Europe for education, 

Pasi Sahlberd was (according to Guardian 

1/7/13) essentially Chief Inspector until it was 

decided teachers didn’t need Ofsted style 

inspections. Pasi believes Gove’s reforms are a 

backward step. In Finland; kids play until they 

are 7, are taught in Comprehensives until 16 

and have no exams until 18. Also, school fees 

are illegal, there are no league tables and no 

student has more than 30 minutes homework a 

night and yet 60% go on to higher education. 

Teachers study via 5 year degrees, there is no 

fast tracking, only 4 lessons are taught a day, 

professional autonomy is seen as essential and 

there is a very low drop out rate. 

Since 2000 Finland has been at or near the top 

of the International Education League. 

Now turn overleaf for an update 
on what could HAPPEN to YOUR 
PAY if we don’t respond…..  



SUPPORT OUR FIGHT AGAINST THE 
DRACONIAN PROPOSED NYCC LOCAL 
AUTHORITY PAY POLICY FOR SCHOOLS 

 
The importance of this issue is paramount, urgent and 
without precedent to the point where the NUT and 

NASUWT are running this same news sheet. 
 

PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU READ THROUGH THESE 
ISSUES AND RESPOND BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE. 

 
We are asking for joint NASUWT/NUT action in every 

school across the County, non of us can afford this policy 
to be implemented, it must be stopped now. 

 
Write to your MP, Local and County Councillor, keep to 
the ASOSA, join the strike when it is called, attend your 
local Union meetings, call a school meeting, act now. 

BUSTING THE MYTHS 
 

Myth 1: A major overhaul of the salary system is necessary 
 

In fact the only thing that needs to change is ETs and ASTs 
be replaced by the Lead Practitioner 

 
Myth 2: A new flexible system will be good for teachers 

 
Head teachers will have the ‘flexibility’ to pay who they like 

what they like, it will become a free for all with little 
comparison between jobs and deals being done behind 

closed doors. 
 

Myth 3: The NUT/NASUWT checklist is illegal 
 

Our national solicitors have written to Gove showing it is 
legal and completely compliant with the new regulations. 

EQUALITIES IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
 

Any pay policy which has provisions for differentiated pay 
decisions risks being discriminatory or breaching equal pay 
legislation.  As an example from the NYCC policy:  
QUOTE: Consideration will be given to payment for 
involvement in out of school hours learning activities which 
fall outside a teacher’s directed time.  (Page 32) 
This may potentially have a different impact on a single 
teacher as opposed to a teacher carer/parent. 

 

This pay policy is a PANDORA’S BOX and we have in part 
taken the lid off, now you need to tell us what you want to 
do about it. Accept the worsening of your conditions or be 
willing to take action together to resist these negative and 
disastrous changes that will affect us all. 

Please contact us today. 

SO WHAT’S WRONG WITH THE NYCC POLICY? 
  

YEARLY INCREMENTAL INCREASES — previously a 
teacher in their first six years would expect to move up an 
increment from M1 to M6; not anymore with this policy. The 
only guaranteed salary is that of an NQT, £21,588. A 
school can make up its own scale between that and 
£31,552. There will be no guarantee that you will progress 
in the future.  
  
PAY PROGRESSION - THE GOVERNING BODY 
DECIDES in each of the 360 + schools as to what rules or 
‘terms’ it will use, whatever that might mean, to control your 
pay: 
QUOTE: and will apply performance related pay under the 
following terms: (Page 9) 
 
‘Terms’ such as, whatever ’meets requirements’ means: 
QUOTE: A performance which meets requirements will 
receive a one-point increase within the pay scale, if 
headroom allows (Page 9) 
So, only if the money is there - again all guarantees could 
end. 
 
HEARSAY WILL COUNT—what people are saying about 
you will impact on your pay progression: 
QUOTE: Feedback from colleagues, parents and pupils 
may be considered….(Page 8) 
  
PORTABILTY— with the NUT/NASUWT nationally agreed 
pay scale as we have now, identical teachers (same 
qualifications and experience) would receive the same 
salary whichever school they taught in or moved to 
anywhere in the country. With the NYCC model pay policy 
this portability will not be guaranteed, creating confusion 
and unfairness: 
QUOTE: The school reserves the right to set a maximum 
starting salary for teaching posts prior to advertising. (Page 
18) 
  
THE IMPORTANCE OF GEOGRAPHY—where the school 
is in the County could in future impact on your salary: 
QUOTE: However in certain situations e.g. redundancy or 
moving to a new geographical area, a teacher may be 
prepared to accept a post at a lower salary in order to gain 
alternative employment. (Page 18/19) 

NO GUARANTEES - As you meet your performance targets 
you may or may not be paid more: 
QUOTE: A recommendation for no pay progression in any 
particular year will not necessarily imply that a teacher is or 
should be subject to formal under-performance procedures. 
(Page 19) 
 
IF YOU ARE SICK YOU LOSE OUT— simply put, if you 
have 7 days illness in one year or 21 in three years you will 
have your increment withheld: 
QUOTE: Additionally, teachers will also not receive an 
increment if their sickness absence exceeds stated limits: 
(Page 9) 
  
CONDUCT WILL AFFECT PAY—put simply you will 
effectively be ‘fined’ for poor conduct or performance: 
QUOTE: Teachers will not receive pay progression if their 
performance in the previous year was not acceptable, 
taking into account identified conduct or capability issues 
and appraisal outcome. (page 9) 
  
ANY LOSS OF SALARY WILL BE CUMULATIVE—for 
example, if an NQT has the increment withheld at the end 
of the first year, on the whim of someone else, they will lose 
£1,707 but over the next five years that would accumulate 
to a loss of £7,642 with the additional loss to their pension 
fund. 


